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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
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A

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Many high school teachers have the responsibility of high school
dramatics programs and yet have little or no training for this.

The

English teacher with his academic background in drama and the theatre
becomes the logical one to assume this responsibility despite the fact
that his experience in the field may consist only of this and perhaps
minor collegiate acting or theatre-going.

The result is an inadequate

person in charge of a school production and, consequently, a minimum of
educational benefit for participating students.

Lack of foreknowledge of

production problems pose trial and error methods that result in confusion
and headache for the teacher and students.

And in this capacity as in

any educational capacity the teacher should serve in a definite guidance
capacity as well.

The students participating in the activity are of

foremost importance.

A good production is the desired objective of the

entire group, but student achievement is the actual goal.
Problems of Production — One of the more specific problems confronting
the dramatic coach in a production is the limitation of the group with
which he has to work.

The selection of plays must be geared to the level

of actor, technical crew, and audience to make the production a rewarding
experience for the group.

Also necessary for an atmosphere of security

within the group through confidence in its leader is an understanding of
directional technique.
Major technical problems quite prevalent would include the ability of
the participating student group to design and construct sets and lighting
arrangements.

By having sources of information, the director would not

-3
only be able to lead the group in proper methods but would also be much
better prepared to cope with the problem of inadequate school finances
and facilities which exist in the majority of secondary schools today*
Scope of Problem — In recognition of the prevalence of untrained
people confronted with this responsibility and its consequential diffi¬
culties, this manual is compiled to deal with the problems of high school
production with a minimum of confusion and error and a maximum of success
and benefit to participating students*
The following chapters will discuss problems entailed in the selection
of the play, in the acting and technical organization, and in the procedure
of production.

Fundamental problems are presented to introduce solutions*

The final chapter proposes a plan with suggestions for integrating the
production of the play with projects for academic classes and the theory
of dramatization with the academic program.

The objective is always a

maximum of educational benefit for the students*
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CHAPTER II
FACTORS INFLUENCING THE SELECTION OF PLAYS

The first major problem confronting the director of a dramatic group
is the selection of the play to be produced*

It also entails a number

of subsidiary and unavoidable problems simultaneously*

These will appear

in the following consideration of factors and important sequential steps
in choosing a play*
The Ability of the Director — 'The director must select a play that
he understands and can directs*
as profound, serious drama.

Out-and-out farce is as equally dangerous

Whereas tragedy demands adult comprehension

of roles on the part of the students actors for a successful interpretation
of characters, farce demands a great deal of directorial skill*

Varied

situations and fast movement as planned by the director, not great acting
skill, determine successful comedies*

That is why the selection should

consist of a comedy or a mystery or a melodrama that has good interestappeal but does not demand skill in situational direction.

The director

needs to be aware at all times of his particular ability—of what he
wishes to achieve and of what he can achieve*
The Participating Student Body — The next important factor is the
participating student body*
director to draw upon?

"What acting potential is there for the

This includes the ability of actors to read,

interpret, develop, and convey roles on the stage.

How strong is their

interest in this project and to what extent will they accept responsibility
for putting on a show?

(The irresponsibility and extreme sense of

responsibility evidenced by adolescents will be discussed further in a
later section.)

Testing the acting potential in a new situation varies

6-

-

according to the opportunities available*

But whether through class*

l

room consideration of and work with plays or in social or extra-curricular
meetings, the nucleus group should read and discuss various plays and
roles to give the director an idea of the ability and enthusiasm of the
group*

Acting through workshop readings is an effective device for this*

The Anticipated Audience — The importance of the anticipated
audience in the selection of a suitable play should never be under¬
estimated.

The play must satisfy the audience in some manner*

Otherwise

the students are deprived of the outward appreciation which means so much
in labeling their production a success.

The audience also must gain

incentive for supporting future ventures of this nature*

For these reasons

the director needs to a sponsor a show worth seeing and not to waste the
time and effort of the production group and the audience.

'The following

questions should help in establishing criteria for the choice in view of
this consideration*
1.

Is the town cosmopolitan or rural in nature?

2. Will the audience tend toward the urban and sophisticated or
the simple and sentimental? How realistic is their outlook?
3* What type of drama would appeal to them—comedy, nystery, or
domestic tragedy?
I;. Are there any social—political or moral—principles posing
taboos on certain subjects?
Questions of this nature, particularly the latter, are imperative.
The new director certainly does not want to question tradition or start
a crusade in any guise before he has established himself as capable and
has had ample opportunity to evaluate the present situation en toto.
He may even find that, despite his careful method of selection, his

7
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principal or other supervisor considers the play unacceptable for reasons
of diplomacy.

To avoid this occurrence, he should acquaint himself with

the opinions and attitudes of his superiors before making any final
decision.
The Reaction of the Director to the Play — The personal response of
the director to the play determines to a great extent the effectiveness
with which he will direct the production.

It is then dangerous for him

to accept a play without reviewing it for himself first.

To direct a

play successfully—and this refers to the process as well as the final
product—the director must be in sympathy with it.

He must like it

sufficiently to be able to understand it, interpret it, convey that to
the actors, and direct movement to the best advantage of the interpreta¬
tion.

This is imperative if he intends to direct or guide others in the

play.
#

Technical Potentiality — ‘The physical limitations of technical
ability in labor and skill as related to the students participating will
be discussed in a later section.

But these considerations refer to

the ability of the director as well.

Caesar and Cleopatra, by Bernard

Shaw, certainly would be impossible for a novice director to stage
despite any precocity of an acting group.

An excellent way in which to

compensate for his own inadequacies in this aspect is to enlist the aid
of other members of the faculty.

There are also excellent books available

with easily comprehended explanations and illustrations for every tech¬
nical problem.

Appendix I suggests a reading list that considers the

problems of production in their different aspects.
Prior to the final play selection, the director should acquire through

8
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the library or individual purchase a copy of the play to read thoroughly
before ordering.

The Bums Mantle"^ resumes are really insufficiently

presented for determining the appeal of the entire play.

Appendix III

lists reliable supply companies -which send play catalogues upon request

1,

2

Mantle, Burns, Best Plays of the Year 19

-19

«

, Directory of Stage Equipment and Supply Houses, pp. 2-32•
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CHAPTER III
ORGANIZATION OF THE ACTING GROUP

f

CHAPTER III
ORGANIZATION OF THE ACTING GROUP

The organization of the acting group involves two problems, the es¬
tablishment or casting of roles and the scheduling of rehearsals.
Casting the Play — Whan, casting the play, the director immediate¬
ly confronts the vital problem of what his approach to the production will
be.

Should he cast people and give them greater responsibilities because
f

they deserve them on the basis of eagerness, personality, and worthy charac¬
ter, or on the basis of ability to fit the role and meet the responsibili¬
ty most capably?

In making this decision, he must keep in mind the impor¬

tance of the entire production to the entire group.

The end-product of

the whole creative process of putting on a show should be satisfying enough
to enable the students to feel a sense of accomplishment.
of the effort that is important.

It is the value

If the students do not perceive the value

of what they have done, the discouragement will defeat any proposals for
future attempts.
But type casting can be equally dangerous.
many hidden abilities.

The stage brings forth

Often a quiet, retiring child has played vivacious

roles with an astonishing amount of gusto and lively interpretation.
One effective method of casting summarizes as follows:
1. Try-outs should be announced sufficiently early for all to read
the play beforehand. Copies of the play should be easily accessible.
2. Two readings with the tentative cast are advisable if the group
is new or their talents unknown to the director.
3. When in great doubt as to the casting of a role, the director
should let both of the competing actors attend the first few rehearsals.
Then he can evaluate the interpretative ability and effectiveness of each
and cast accordingly.

-11-

Two stand-ins need to be available for emergencies—one boy and
one girl* The prompter can double as one of the two•
Scheduling Rehearsals — The problem of scheduling rehearsals is
so individual to each situation that little can be suggested generally*
But certainly this matter should be arranged during try-outs and prior
to casting*

Ability is to no avail when after-school jobs and evening social

obligations consume the potential rehearsal time of the student.

The amount

of after-school employment and its popularity with children of varied fi¬
nancial backgrounds pose a definite problem*

Varied activities from school

events to church and civic gatherings also provide conflicting interests
for the students.

The group should reach an understanding immediately in

regard to these matters and explore the possibility of time during the
school day for rehearsing*
vided*

Perhaps there is a club period already pro¬

A free or study period common to all mgy be approved by the prin¬

cipal for rehearsals.

Many groups now rehearse on Sunday afternoons.

An enthusiastic group will make time.
The important matter is to provide sufficient time for as many re¬
hearsals as there will be needed*

Although there is a danger in too many

rehearsals, more often than not dramatic groups wish they had "just one
more week."
Appendix II outlines a rehearsal schedule based upon twenty-eight
rehearsals, suggested by Denis Johnston-^- as a good mean for (American)
amateur productions.

Traditional procedure provides the basis for this

system of alternate rehearsals of individual acts for the first weeks

1.

Johnston, Denis, "Techniques of Direction," (Unpublished lecture),
March 17, 1952.

scheduled*

Emphasis in this schedule is placed upon the attendance of

the actors, but provision is also made for coordination of the acting
group with the technical crews*

The technical crews arrange their own

individual rehearsals independent of the actors until the technical rei

hearsal, which is the first opportunity to check timing and movement cues*
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CHAPTER IV
TECHNICAL ORGANIZATION

Problems of Committee Organization on the Basis of Group Work —
Group work organized into committees enables the director to fulfill his
guidance capacity in an almost ideal manner, since it simultaneously serves
as the most efficient method for accomplishing the technical job of pro¬
duction.

But it can result in great confusion and waste of time, effort,

materials, and interest if the director fails to keep a close and firm
watch over the initial organization process.
Unknown Potential — Again the major disadvantage at the beginning
of the year is the lack of foreknowledge as to which students are capable
and responsible enough to assume chairmanship over a committee.

Disrup¬

ting types to avoid are students attracted by the glory of holding office
without considering the subseauent duties, those fired by initial enthusiasm
but who never see a job through to the difficult ened, and those with good
intentions but who undertake too many responsibilities at one time to do
any one well.

Quiet inquiry into the performances of these students in

other activities would prove a valuable aid in determining how dependable
is the choice of chairman expressed by members of the committee.

It is

more important that the director establish himself as a capable leader
in the eyes of the students for the first production than be ideally dem¬
ocratic in conducting the organization of technical crews.

'The director

alwgys has the final word in any decision, and the students must realize
this.
Student Irresponsibility — Another problem to be faced in this cat-

-15-

egoiy is the growing irresponsibility evidenced in the average student
of today.
the effect.

This is not the place for tracing the cause but to emphasize
Many local stores in the past have very generously supported

school productions by furnishing the setting with their own display or
sales furniture and properties of a similar nature.

Because of the de¬

structive and irresponsible treatment of their property, such generosity
is almost a thing of the past.

Articles of clothing also borrowed for a

performance are often lost, unnecessarily damaged, or just returned unrea¬
sonably late to the owner.

This same lack of appreciation for property

affects the belongings of the students themselves as well.

The director

will constantly have to emphasize the importance of individual responsi¬
bility in caring for all eouipment and properties used.
Limited Responsibility of Committee Heads — The director will have
to stress the responsibility of each member of a committee in fulfilling
the task of his committee.

Too often the chairman will do practically

all of the work himself rather than continually pursue his classmates to
do their share.

This is the student that needs particular attention.

He

must not be allowed to enwrap himself in this activity to the detriment
of his other educational benefits.

A teacher cannot always depend on the

student perspective for determining the degree of participation.
The importait factor in committee organization is the distribution
of responsibility in such a manner that all work is accomplished by the
entire group with the greater amount of efficiency.

This is most effec¬

tively accomplished through technical organization into crews.
Technical Organization of Crews — The director supervises or deter¬
mines style and technioue that will tone the entire production.

His major

16-
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ar.d tire -cons raring task is the direction of the r.ctors on stage*

The other

responsibilities of preparing for production are delegated to the house
manager aid to the stage manager, who supervises all backstage workers.
This includes the prorpter, the scenery crew, the properties crew, the
lighting crew, the costume committee, and the make-up supervisor.

The

remainder of this charter will consider this technical organization.
House Manager — The house manager is responsible for all business
arrangements entailed in securing the facilities for staging the produc¬
tion, in meeting safety requirements, aid in providing all the needs of
the front of the theatre.

These include the box office, tickets, programs,

advertiserent, ushers, and police facilities when required.

An important

phase of this responsibility not to be overlooked is the matter of effec¬
tive publicity.

This usually influences the size of the audience more than

any other single factor.
Stage Manager — Hie stage manager is the important coordinator be¬
tween the director (and actors) and the stage crew.-*-

This is the most

responsible position in -the production of a play other than that of the
director hires elf by virtue of the problems he assumes for the director.
It carries a great deal of authority and requires much ability.

A general

delineation of these responsibilities are as follows:
1. To determine the needs of the actors and to contact the various
crew heads to provide these needs.
2. To ascertain that aLl crews will comnlete their jobs on schedule
as determined by the director.
3.

1.

To check cast attendance md punctuality at rehearsals and per-

Gaajmer, John, Play Production, pp. 186-191*
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formances.
lu

A convenient method for doing this is found in Table I.

To take charge of the production the nights of performance by

a. Making certain that cast and stage hands are ready, giving
curtain calls at five minute intervals beginning fifteen minutes be¬
fore the hour that the curtain is to rise.
Everyone involved must
be on stage before the curtain can go up.
b. Checking whether the house is ready to begin.
(To begin
before half the audience is seated defeats the purpose of the per¬
formance although itvis advisable to beware of establishing a reputa¬
tion for a late curtain.)
c.

Cuing sound and lights to be in readiness for the curtain.

d.

Raising and lowering curtains.

e. Keeping the cast during performances in readiness for their
entrance cues.
f. Directing the timing of scenery changes and checking for
appropriateness and accuracy.
g. Checking the theatre after the performance to see that props
and costumes are ready for the next performance, that everyone has
left, that all lights are out, and that all windows and doors are
properly locked.
The Prompter — The prompter-assistant stage manager attends all re¬
hearsals as soon as scripts are laid down and all blocking rehearsals are
complete.

His script is cued for sound effects as well as all movement

and pauses in speeches.

He keeps this script up-to-date with all changes

the director maj decide upon during the course of rehearsing.

The prompter

must be familiar with the entire script, not only to discern when prompting
is really needed during the performance, but also to be prepared to under¬
study in the case of an emergency.

The directional symbols found in Table

II are for the convenience of the prompter as well as for the director and
actors•
Scenery Crew — The head of scenery should be able to carry out the

-18-
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# This is based upon the check-in system used by the Ahmerst Masquers, Amherst, Massachusetts.
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DIRECTIONAL SYMBOLS*

Stage Areas**
1:

UR — up right

2:

DR — down right

/1 n
L-L ±2
3

3:

UC — up center

right

left

h

k:

DC — down center

center
5:

UL — up left

6:

DL — down left

Number chairs and sitting positions

P orfi)— pause

© - sit in chair 2

B — take a breath

^

— rise

<C — increase tempo

L-> — turn left
«b„ direction of movement
X — cross the stage

— decrease; tempo
BUS — business (gestures)

,

\

,

N M— no more (stop)

W, Y, Z — doors
Inflection Signs
— rising
\~ down

_ — emphasis
mark indicating movement

Sp^/k your sp^ch trinninglv✓/on the tongue* £

*

These symbols are those advocated by Denis Johnston, the Irish
playwright and director*

-x-x- All directions are given from the position of the actor on stage,
facing the audience.
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design of the set if not design it according to the dictates of the direc¬
tor*

More often this entails a corribined understanding of carpentry and

painting*

With a selected number of the stage crew, he comprises the

stage hands for the scenery changes necessary the night of performance.
Properties — The head of properties is also a coordinator, for he
has four subsidiary groups under his leadership*

Tables III and IV offer

a convenient check system for a properties committee to use in acquiring
needed props*

For the conveniaice of classification, accumulation, and

use, properties fall under the following headings
1* Scene-props—these consist of large properties such as furniture,
logs, and shrubbery* They serve to complete the setting of the scenery*
2* Hand-props--these consist of small, hand articles such as tea
sets, books, and pillows* They usually are determined by the needs of
action within the play or need for decoration.
3* Sound-effects—these consist of door bells, church bells, and
all off-stage sounds*
In Visual-effects—these are all effects not caused by lighting*
Examples are off-stage snow falling in front of a window or water on the
coat of an actor just coming on stage*
Lighting Crew — Although the limiting crew would need to consist of
only two persons, a person to head the crew is still necessary.

The res¬

ponsibilities of this position are to determine the lighting design, de¬
vise a lighting plot according to the design and the needs of illumination,
acquire the necessary gelatins (colors) and lamps (or substitutes), and
mark cues in the lighting script.

The lighting cue sheet suggested in

Table V is an efficient convenience during performances.
Costumes — The costume head carries the responsibility of determin-

2.

Barber, Philip, The New Scene Technician^ Handbook, p* 16*
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TABLE III
SUBSTITUTE PROPERTIES LIST

Item

Substitute

When Replaced

coffee table
(mahogany)

orange crate

2/3/52

bookcase

3x1x3 table

2/20/52

day bed

3 chairs

2/20/52

TABLE IV
PROPERTIES LIST

Item

Source

When Returned

coffee table
(mahogany)

Hadley’s Furniture

k/2k/$2

bookcase

Kane’s Furniture

h/2h/52

day bed

Teachers’ Room

lf/25/52

-22-

TABLE V
LIGHTING CUE SHEET

Production:

Cue
1

Outlet
DL near
curtain

Act:
Lamp Position
overhead borders

Production:

Cue

Outlet

Outlet

entire stage

Act:
Lamp Position

Production:

Cue

Area Lighted

Area Lighted

Act:

Lamp Position

Area Lighted

Scene:
Light Change
dim out for night

Scene:
Light Change

Scene:
Light Change
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ing costume designs, colors, and fabrics that harmonize with lighting and
scenery and keep within the tonal requirements of the play.

Period plays

require a great deal of research as well as labor in the designing of
appropriate costumes.

Although fittings are completed long before dress

rehearsal, costumes often need pressings and similar care before and between
performances.

On the night of production the costume head and one assis¬

tant should be available with equipment for last minute emergency repairs.
Make-up — The actors should be able to put on their own make-up;
however, at least one supervisor should be present to help, particularly
for character actors.

Sometime prior to the first rehearsal with make-up

the supervisor needs to inform each actor about his hair style, lines,
color base, and other make-up appropriate to his characterization.

Before

the performance he is to arrange all necessary equipment in the dressing
rooms—this includes cold cream and facial tissues—and replace everything
immediately afterwards for the next evening.
Caution — Two words of caution in this organization are (l) to ar¬
range for as few workers backstage as possible since idle people cause con¬
fusion, noise, and hindrance, and (2) to determine before the night of
production the date for striking the set.

A time immediately following

the last performance or the very next day are most advisable for clearing
the stage because students tend to focus their attention elsewhere once
the excitement of the performance has passed.
Coordination of these crews is greatly simplified by setting a time
limit.

The following outline presents a sequential order of activities

that can be used flexibly as a coordinating outline of the related acti¬
vities

-2i|-

1. Before blocking takes place, the head of scenery -will mark the
acting area and provide scene-prop substitutes necessary on stage for
movement.
2. All crew members view a complete run-through before individual
acts begin rehearsal.
(On Table II it consists of the third rehearsal.)
3* All technical lists are then drawn up. Crew heads determine what
is needed immediately and provide substitutes.
a.

Long petticoats for movement in period plays may be needed.

b. Provision must be made for sufficient (though indiscriminate)
light to illumine the acting area.
c. Substitutes must be provided for props necessary to movement
and timing.
U.

By the fourth week all scenery or backdrops should be provided.

By the fifth week all hand props should be available and perisha¬
bles such as tea and cake provided.
6. All crew heads and the entire lighting staff then catch the next
complete run-through or the first rehearsal of the sixth week to timing
cues and to reconsider the appropriate!ess of lighting arrangement.
7.

All costumes are fitted by the sixth week.

8. By the sixth week all scenic construction and scene props are
complete.
9. This is an appropriate week also-for fitting in a demonstration
or practice session on the art of make-up in relation to characterization.
4

10. Prior to the technical rehearsal in the seventh week the techni¬
cal staff needs a complete run-through of their own without actors to syn¬
chronize curtains, lighting, sound-effects, and scene changes with script
, cues.
11. All technical problems are finally determined and resolved during
and following the technical rehearsal. Another solely technical run-throu^i
may be desired before dress rehearsal. But following this technical re¬
hearsal, all technical staff to be present at performances are to be pre¬
sent at the dress rehearsals.
12.

The designated technical staff is present at performances.

a. Ihe stage manager takes care of the curtain, directs scene
changes, and checks actors for their entrance cues.

b# The prompter may provide simple sound effects such as the
ringing of a doorbell#
c#

The lighting crew take care of house lights and stage lights#

d# 'The heads of scenery, scene-props, and hand-props wait with the
necessary assistants for changes#
e# The head of sound-effects provides complicated effects which
the prompter could not effectively handle#
f# The costume head is ready to help with quick changes and to
repair last minute emergencies#
g* The make-up supervisor is ready to advise between-acting
repowdering and to aid rapid make-up changes required in the script#

CHAPTER FIVE
STAGING PROBLEMS

CHAPTER V
STAGING PROBLEMS

Staging problems actually involve nil the various factors considered
in Chapter IV within the discussion of technical organisation.

Two of

these problems are so paramount in any production that this chapter will
discuss them individually in further detail,

'They are scene construction

and lighting arrangement.
Scene Construction — The initial problem is the set.

The type of

set is determined by two things, the dictates of the play and the physical
facilities available,
the set,

'The mood and tone of the play reveal the style of

A stylized set would serve for a witty period piece like She

Stoops to Conquer, while a realistic set would be best for My Sister Eileen,
But always the stage should suggest the setting of the play, not duplicate
reality in detail,-*-

This makes it easier to utlize meagre facilities to

good effect by capturing the essence of the scene.
For fantasies, expressionistic settings, plays of the Shakespearean
order, and a variety of modern plays, plain black draperies provide a very
sufficient backdrop but demand effective use of properties and lighting,?
A log, a portion of a stone wall, and a strong beam for the sun adequately
suggest a wooded scene.

Draperies can be quite expensive also.

If the

school cannot afford black velvet curtains for backdrops, students can
make curtains from inexpensive heavy materials like coarse muslin and dye

1,

Hake, Lewis, and Mortensen, "Simplified Settings and Lighting," Course
of Study Materials for a High School Dramatics Course, N. A, S, S, P,,
Dec., 19^9, p» 38•

2,

Gassner, John, 0£. cit., pp, 555-556•
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them appropriate colors*

Added advantage of such backdrops is their varied

use as background in school auditoriums for guest speakers, assemblies,
music concerts, aid similar occasions.
is a recent, modem development.

The use of complicated scenery

Many summer stock and road companies

such as the Dublin Players, Those producer is Eddie Dowling, still prefer
black draperies for their effective stage dress as well as for their fi¬
nancial attractiveness.
More typical at present are box sets constructed with screens or flats.3
These consist of large pieces of canvass nailed and glued onto frames of
sturdy strips of lumber usually 2 3/Un wide and 3/h" thick.

These may

serve as backdrops, background scenes, or the three walls of a room.

By

i

having one or two extra flats to use alternately for windows, entrances,
<

and other openings, a group may use the same basic flats constantly for
various productions.

By having the paint of one set washed away, the same

canvass can serve for another design.

The flats should all be washed at

the end of the final production for the year unless there is a color con¬
flict.

Too many coats of paint would be required to cover a black back¬

ground with a yellow one.
applying the yellow paint.

Instead one would wash the black canvass before
T0o frequent washings can ruin or wear away

a canvass as well as too infrequent washings.
If the stage in use is too large or spacious, scenery is the logical
answer as well as directing technique.
ly as well.

The principle holds true converse¬

Backdrops play an important part in maxing the stage appear

to be what it is not but -what the play suggests that it is.

Suggestion

is the key word to all stage techniques—scenic and otherwise.

3.

Barber, Philip, 0£. cit., p. h»
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Lighting Arrangeirent — Lighting is the other important problem in
the staging of a play•

Originally lights came inuo use only uo illumine

the acting area, but they too have undergone tremendous development.

They

result now in creating mood and heightening the illusion of the scenery.
Meagre sets well lighted effect ideal bakcgrounds.

Variety in intensity

as well as in color causes this differentiation of mood.
But both lights and scenery serve only to provide background for the
actors, never to detract from the attention of the audiaice.14

Just as a

beautifully striking set can ruin a play, so can lights ruin the play by
focusing the attention of the audience away from the actor.

A most im¬

portant principle in lighting is to illumine only the actors, focusing
around their shoulders but certain to hit the head' area as well.

(Forty-

five degree angles are much more flattering than direct horizontal or ver¬
tical lights.)

In that way the set receives more sombre lighting towards

the top and fails to draw the eye too far upward.

This principle of fo¬

cus holds true in emphasizing particular parts of the stage where important
action takes place.

With jagged lighting effects, there is the danger of

destroying illusion by letting light spill out of the picture frame stage
onto the proscenium.

Subtle techniques such as using one color from the

direction of the sun (perhaps stage left) and another cooler color from
the direction of the interior light (perhaps stage light) are important
in creating realistic and artistic effects.

It is impossible to overem¬

phasize the importance of good lighting.
Good lamps are the ideal solution for this lighting problem.

h.

McCandless, Stanley, A Method of Lighting the Stage, pp. 9-liiO*

When
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there are appropriations for technical equipment, lights are a valuable
investment since they are so important for effective staging*
*

'

i

^or area

*i'i

lighting the Fresnel is the most effective by virtue of its lens*
is the main distinguishing factor among lights*)

(The lens

The Leiko, which has an

ellipsoidal reflector, is the most adjustable and most expensive light.
Plano-convex spots are becoming obsolete; for this reason their cost price
is lowest of the three*

Despite this, a long-range purchase of two Leikos

and some Fresnels are the greater value*

The adjustment quality of the

Leiko in its ability to use any kind of lens and its cheaper use of elec¬
tricity are forcing the Plano-convex spots out of the field of manufacture.
For over an extension of time the Plano-convex is the costlier light to
use.
Appendix III lists supply houses that should meet most production
needs.

For costume problems a group should investigate the facilities

of their own neighborhood, what was done last year, and what neighboring
schools are doing.

"When ordering supplies, they should always shop around

for prices and inquire as to the possibility of special discounts for schools,
explaining their low budget*
often than not.

‘They have to make their own bargains more

By emphasizing the advertising advantage of having costum¬

ers or local furniture shops listed as contributors on the main program
bill, they can add another incentive as a bargaining point.
send catalogues and price listings gratis upon request.
to le ep on hand for reference.

Most companies

‘These are convenient

CHAPTER SIX
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COORDINATING PLAY PRODUCTION WITH ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS
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But each activity provides ample opportunity for a good research report
in conjunction with the academic requirements of a class.

This chapter

reviews the factors of lighting, sceneiy, scene-props, costumes, make-up,
and house management as good fields for integration with the four academic
departments suggested*
Lighting — Lighting alone serves as rich material, for a physics or
science project*

This can consist of the mathematical and physical ana¬

lysis of the scientific components of light and color or a consideration
of currents, how they are conducted and how they can be focused for light¬
ing needs*

The very analysis of how to light the stage effectively demands

a scientific understanding as to how distance affects the throw of a beam
of light*

The chemists and physicists in school can greatly economize on

the production by building their own lighting equipment.^
This method of project is best adaptable to an academic situation
utilizing unit organization or providing opportunity for student originality
in determining laboratory experiments or research themes*

If the academic

situation within the school makes no provision for such individuality, the
director can still utilize the theory of increased educational benefit
by arranging a lecture or two in regard to this material*

A diplomatic

approach with an emphasis upon the opportunity for increased enthusiasm for
a subject through association with this allied field of interest should
prove successful in acquiring the services of a lecturer or an advisor to
check lamps and voltage outlets.

Almost every teacher who is conscientious

and sincere about his job will take advantage of such an opportunity to
develop interest in his field of interest.

2.

Ibid
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Scenery — As an applied project scenery falls under the jurisdic¬
tion of two departments#

The artistic elements of scenic design and paint¬

ing relate especially to the art department*

The importance of appropriate

line and form and of harmonious color makes obvious possible application
of class theory and principles*

'The process of mixing colors and of paint¬

ing canvasses utilizes class analysis of color components*
The home economics classes can relate to scene design through their
interest in interior decorating*

There is the danger, though, that a

realistic interior may attain too much detail for the needs of the play.
Another department to make use of this opportunity for purposeful pro¬
jects relating to class activities is the manual training program.

'The

construction of flats relate directly to knowledge of wood and principles
of using the grain of lumbers for reinforcement*

Shop tools of every de¬

scription find use in stage construction*
Scene-props — In this same department scne-props provide ample oppor¬
tunity for originality in design or craftsman technique in construction*
Solving economic problems in stage construction is excellent training
for students interested in carpentry*

The shop class can find here ample

purposeful exercise in problematic construction.

The job opportunities

in this field in little theatres, summer stock, road companies, Broadway
theatres, and Hollywood are excellent for such manually talented students.
Costumes — Costumes also fulfill an active function of dressing the
stage.

Although the art department would be interested in the matter of

color and design, this is particularly the concern of the home economics
classes.

Dress appropriate to characterization and to scene design is a

matter of concern for construction as for design.

Clothes need to fit
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the wearer properly as well as harmonize with the color scheme.

In period

i

plays especially a project would involve research* creative design* and
ability to sew and fit costumes.

The opportunity for practical applica¬

tion of the essentials of clothing courses is exceedingly great*
{

Make-up — The home economics classes can find in make-up a project

allied to costumes.

Hair styling and make-up appropriate to age* facial

contours* and personality traits are as much a part of fashion study as
is clothing.

Here is a ready means of demonstration to prove the principles

discussed in class*
House Management — A final aspect of play production to effect these
related fields of study entails house management.
ments*

This involves two depart-

The commercial and business classes that stress advertising and

publicity campaigns geared to the product and the region will find valua¬
ble opportunities for class activities in making their own campaign to sell
the play.

By dividing the audience potential into districts for individual

competitive publicity and sales programs, and by evaluating the results in
class, the students can become better acquainted with some typical sales
problems that confront businessmen today.
It is the art class particularly that will want to utilize this oppor¬
tunity for poster projects.
work.

Posters are often a matter of prescribed course

By scheduling this work with the production date in mind and play

publicity as subject matter (for part of the class at least)* the art in¬
structor undergoes no inconvenience and has added concrete motivation for
the class activity.
If the various departments approve of these applied projects, they
need to be conscious of the time element in reference to the date of pro-
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duction.

Even if the other teachers agree to supervise only in initia¬

ting the suggested activities, this would be most valuable*

^he success

of such an integrated program depends primarily upon the director and his
proposal for organizing these related interests*

This author feels that

a production offers as much educational benefit as the participants will
seek.

Problems and their solution are a part of the educative process.

This principle applies to the production of a play.
Proposing Departmental Coordination —

When first presenting the

plan, the director should be as well organized as possible before confront¬
ing the other members with his suggestions*

One of the most important

elements in this factor is the scheduling of time.
necessitates a sequential order of projects*

‘This time scheduling

When assigning responsibili¬

ties related to class activities, the academic group must keep in mind
the inter-class or -departmental coordination demanded.

The English De¬

partment may suggest a play which is pertinent to the academic program
and at the same time ideal for the criteria set up by the director.

The

History Department can direct research if the play is a period piece.

Fol¬

lowing this is the design of the set supervised by the Art Department.
The Manual Training Department then confers with the art workers as to
the physical and financial feasibility of their design.

The. Home Economics

Department also confers with the art designers about color harmony and
fabrics for proposed costumes.

The lighting crew, entailing the Science

Department, meets finally with the scene designers and the director to
discuss tonal effects for mood and highlights for emphasis.
With such an outline of procedure, the different departments are able
to integrate their individual academic programs through a unified activity.
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The implications of this in cresting a concept of related fields within
the total curriculum is most effective especially for those students whose
view of academic training is confined to individual and seemingly unrelated
classes•
The Dramatics Coach and the Academic Program — The dramatics coach
#10 is aware of the potentialities of his position realises that his re¬
lation to the academic program is not limited to play production alone.
The previously suggested coordination utilizes academic class work for the
benefit of the dramatic group presenting'the play, while the same students
derive equal academic benefit from the production for reasons already com¬
mented upon.
But the drama director is also able to accomplish coordination of dra¬
matic techniques within the classroom and for the benefit of individual
projects.

Dramatization is a recognized effective method of vitalizing

the learning situation.

It is, however, often.Bypassed by teachers for

reasons of time limitations or complexity of planning. There are methods
i

by which these difficulties can be overcome, and it is for the dramatics
coach to promulgate them.
The Field of English — English classes are most obviously rich fields
for dramatization,

'When studying plays as part of the prescribed course

of study, dramatization of one-act plays or climactic scenes from threeact plays help students understand characterization and the special tech¬
nique necessary for playwriting as opposed to ordinary fiction such as
novdLs,

This difference between the necessarily limited scope of the play

and the wider scope of the novel becomes even more evident when dramatizing
a recapitulation of characters or situations from works in literature.
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For a greater understanding of descriptive details some students can draw
a stage design of the scene described in the book,

This can be exhibited

for the class prior to the enactment of the scene.

Pride and Prejudice

is a work particularly adaptable for such a program.

In preparing for

the dramatic treatment of an important scene, the class can carry on effec¬
tive discussions concerning the accuracy with which she (Jane Austen) portrsys the period, her purpose for writing as she did, and the st,yle with
which she wrote.

Many students fail to realize the dramatic quality of a

novel because they are unaccustomed to visualizing the action.
For such class productions only furniture available within the room
need be used.

F0r background the players could drape in front of the room

over the blackboard a black curtain attached to the school map or moulding.
Such a backdrop is definitely non-essential but very suggestive,
The Field of History — Tableaux or pantomimes of scenes of histori¬
cal significance such as the signing of the Magna Charta help students to
visualize the living quality of history as a record of events directly con¬
cerned with human life.

A student can narrate the events much in the com¬

mentator manner of the "You Are There" radio series.

This is a good pos¬

sibility for assembly programs as well as for individual class activity.
Spontaneous dramatization is particularly adaptable for the history
class,

'The students can simulate a congressional session for the discussion

of a bill favoring the admission of a free state to the Union or of con¬
gressional approval of the entry of the United States into the League of
Nations,

If the class is divided into groups such as the North and South

or isolationists and liberals, they can then propose arguments for their
group based upon factual historical readings.

Then when the bill has
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passed or failed to pass, the students can react to the historical event
in such manner as they imagine their historical counterparts reacted.
The model congresses sponsored by so many schools today are based upon
the theory of teaching government by helping it become a reality to students
The Field of Language — Foreign language classes today emphasize the
oral and conversational method of teaching.

Dramatization of foreign plays

are particularly effective for teaching the flavor and idiom of a language,
and especially the -wit of the foreign

tongue,^

The literary values are

the same as those in the discussion of acting out plays for the English
class•
Dramatizing the Interview — Spontaneous dramatization of an inter¬
view with a specific job in mind has valuable application for business
classes, English classes, and even foreign language classes.

Conversational

ability, knowledge of the business, appearance, conduct, and social adap¬
tability all play an important part in the personal application for a
position,

^en home economics classes will find application for units

on good grooming.
Drama for Mental Hygiene — The mental hygiene classes in some schools
are sponsoring short playlets as part of the guidance program for helping
students solve social and personality conflictsl

One such fifteen minute

live-action drama is "The Ins and Outs” written by Norma Sterling.

'The

play deals with a boy socially rejected and becoming increasingly objec¬
tionable in his attempts to impress the group from which he is being ex¬
cluded,

3,

Having given the play as written, the participating group then

Ellison, Reuben Y., "Exploiting the Short Play," 'The French Review,
Vol. 35, No, 3, Jan., 1952, p. 211.

presents another version, "pausing at each dramatic point to speak aloud
■what they are thinking and feeling inside."^-

Lawrence and Mary Frank

describe this process as follows:
"As this second version of the play goes on the audience
sees that all the characters, including the Ins, are also worried
about their place in the group, troubled lest they, too, might
be dropped.
Each one is shown facing the same problem, and as
they become aware of this and their feelings their treatment of
the rejected boy is altered by that awareness and that sudden
insight into his obnoxious behavior.
"After seeing the play, the high school audience discusses
it in small groups. Here the leader seeks to focus their dis¬
cussion upon the human relations involved and attempts to draw
from the group the meaning of the sketch as it reflects their
life experience.
The use of such material for assembly programing for the entire school
can be easily and most effectively accomplished.

Almost all of the sug¬

gestions made in this discussion are good potential for assembly programs.
Dramatization for possible solutions of behavior problems is an ever
expanding field of exploration.

Morton J. Sobel, a teacher in the Harding

School, Detroit, Michigan, has written for The Clearing House an interest¬
ing article about his use of socio-drama as an aid in classroom discipline.^
Other teachers are using this device for simulating life situations, such
as the important interview, to prepare the student to expect a psychological
and emotional response as well as an objective business evaluation of con-

il.

Frank, Lawrence K. and Mary, "Plays to Catch the Conscience,"
York Times Magazine, Oct. 23, 19h9, p. 38.

5*

Ibid.

6

Sobel, Morton J., "Socio-Dramas: Aid in Classroom Discipline,"
Clearing House, Vol. 26, No. k9 Dec., 1951, pp* 235-238.

The New

The

-laduct in his contact with others
The novice director cannot be expected to be completely versed in
the application of dramatics to the academic program*

But he can be suffi¬

ciently aware of the facility with which this application can be made to
suggest the existing opportunities to other members of the faculty*
tics is an effective teaching aid that deserves greater recognition.

Drama¬
This

author feels, therefore, that it is the responsibility of the dramatics
director not only to supervise formal play productions, but also to serve
as guide in the classroom use of drama as an audio-visual device.

7*

Chapman, Elwood N., "Role Playing in Cooperative Retail Training Class,"
Occupations, Vol* 29, No. 5, Feb., 1951, pp. 358-359*
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APPENDIX I
SUGGESTED READING LIST

DIRECTING
Chisman, Isabel, and Raven-Hart, H. E., Manners and Movements in
Costume Plays. Boston: The Baker International Play Bureau,
1937.
(Good directional techniques for period plays*)
-M-Gassner, John, Producing the Play, New York:

Dryden Press, 19li9.

LIGHTING
Fuchs, Theodore, Home-Built Lighting Equipment for the Small Stage,
New York: Samuel French, 1939.
---MeCandless, Stanley, A Method of Lighting the Stage, New York:
tre Arts, Inc*, 19)4.7•

Thea¬

McCandless, Stanley, A Syllabus of Stage Lighting, New Haven: Yale
Theatre, 19l|l.
(Transcribes desired color effects into gelatin order numbers.)
STAGING
Barber, Philip. The New Scene Technician^ Handbook, New York:
Press, 1949.

Dryden

Cornberg, Sol, and Gebauer, E* L*, A Stage Crew Handbook, New York:
Harper & Bros*, 19ljl.
Friederich, W. J. and Fraser, J*, Scenery Design for the Amateur Stage
New York: Macmillan Co*, 1956V
Selden, Samuel, and Sellman, H. D, Stage Scenery and Lighting: A
Handbook for Non-Professionals, Mew York: F, S. Crofts & Co.,

WIT*
(Practical and detailed*)
COSTUMING
Grimball, Elizabeth B., and Wells, Rhea, Costuming a Play, New York:
Century Co., 1925*
(Old but good for period costuming, directs research for authen¬
ticity. )

-it Special Recommendation

APPENDIX I
SUGGESTED READING LIST (cont.)

Wilcox, Ruth Turner, 1888—Mode in Costume, New York:

Scribner, 19U8«

Wilcox, Ruth Turner, Mode in Hats and Headdress, New York:

Scribner,

Young, Agnes Brooks, Stage Costuming, New York: Macmillan Co*, 1933*
(Good for pattern making, dyeing, and creating the effect of
reality.)
MAKE-UP
Benoliel, M* H., Stage Make-up Made Easy, Boston:
19li6*

W. H. Baker Co*,

■x-Liszt, Rudolph G*, The Last Word in Make-up, New York:
Play Service, 1949*

Dramatists

PLAY PRODUCTION

•

■,

Nelms, Henning, A Handbook for Backstage Workers: A Guidebook for
Drama Students, New York: Barnes & Noble, Inc., 1950.
(A College Outline Series book, comprehensive, better technically.)

APPENDIX II
A SEVEN WEEK REHEARSAL SCHEDULE*

First Week:
1:
2:
3:
U:

Complete reading and discussion-x-xBlocking of entire play
Complete run-through with scripts for blocking
Act I

Second Week:
1:

2:
3:
1*:

Act
Act
Act
Act

I
I
I without scripts
II and Act I without scripts

Third Week:
1:
2:
3:
1;:

Act
Act
Act
Act

II
II
II without scripts
III and Act II without scripts

Fourth Week:
1:
2:
3:
b:

Act III
Act III
Act III without scripts
Acts III and I without scripts

Fifth Week:
1:
2:
3:
it:

*

Acts I and II without scripts
All acts (no scripts from mow on)
Acts I and II
Act III and which other needs the more rehearsing

No rehearsal should exceed two clock hours*

-x-x- Cutting, timing, and blocking should be taken care of before the first
rehearsal. Final cutting and revisions should occur by the third
rehearsal.

APPENDIX II
A SEVEN ¥EEK REHEARSAL SCHEDULE (cont.)

Sixth Week:
1:
2:
3:
It:

All
All
The
All

acts*#*
acts
two acts in need of special rehearsing
acts

Seventh Week:
1:
2:
3:
it:

All acts with costumes
Technical rehearsal (interruptions made only for technical staff)
Dress rehearsal (no interruptions during each act)
Dress rehearsal (no interruptions during each act)

Performances

-5HB5- By the sixth week emphasis should be placed on reactions, tempo,
movement, and cues#

APPENDIX III
SUPPLY HOUSES-»

Iheatre Production Service, lli30 Broadway, New York City.
TPS can acquire any theatrical item available anywhere. Although
this necessitates a price increase, their service merits it. They
attempt to solve any problem that may arise, offering advice gratis
as part of their service. High schools find this a great advantage.
Besides this consulting capacity they offer to schools a ten per
cent discount on all orders for new equipment. 'This does not affect
rentals. Upon request they send out catalogues quoting stock and
prices.
Century Lighting Company, i|19 West 53th Street, New York City.
This company is most comprehensive in meeting any need in lighting
equipment. ‘There are other companies equally reputable, but this one
should be sufficient. In ordering gelatins, a group should be con¬
sisted in dealing with one company. Colors are classified by a
number index which varies with different houses.
Paramount Cosmetics, 797 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
This company serves make-up needs as efficiently as TPS serves tech¬
nical needs. They send out a catalogue listing their variety of stock
and also offer a ten per cent discount.
Max Factor, 1666 North Highland Avenue, Hollywood, California.
Student make-up kits containing all necessary basic make-up can be
be acquired for $2.50. They last for more than a year and can easily
be replenished. Greasepaint comes in tubes, which are easier to use.
Individual kits are preferable as an efficient manner for taking care
of make-up and for being sufficiently stocked. 'This company has a
number system with a guide indicating what bases to use for various
characterizations•
Play Script Companies
Walter H. Baker Co., 509 Boylston Street, Boston, Massachusetts.
Their motto is "If it is in print, x?e have it." And they do.

# These are all reputable companies that can be found in any drama text
that suggests supply companies. There are others equally reputable,
but these should be sufficient to meet the major needs of a group.

APPENDIX III
SUPPLY HOUSES (cont.)

Samuel Froich, 2£ West U5th Street, New York City*
Dramatists Play Service, Ik East 38th Street, New York City*
Row, Peterson Co., lOi; S, Lexington Avenue, White Plains, New York*
The National Thespian Societj^, College Hill Station, Cincinnati 2k, Ohio*
They sell a "Directory of Stage Equipment and Supply Houses" for
twenty-five cents per copy. This is an excellent sup lement to the
above list, and it includes areas in the South, Middlewest, and West
as well a.s the East.
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